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Wooo boy. That @MorganRadford interview w/ truckers
on Trump’s policies is just 1 example of how assumed
Trump fealty by ALL who voted for him in 2016 is just that.
Assumed. 
We’re told everyday that the average voter is too busy w/
their life to pay attention to this admin... /1

2/ It’s said to diminish the power of resisting him. As if all our efforts of speaking out

&/or putting forward evidence of his corruption are wasted, because the votes that

matter just don’t pay attention. 

Well, that’s wrong. 

And I’m not talking about the MAGA crowd...

3/ MAGAS are very loud & committed to their anger or selfish transactional gains (or

both). But they are not the only 2016 Trump voters.  

Those other voters may not know of his corruption (b/c they’re in a red state bubble),

but that doesn’t mean they won’t grasp it...

4/...once it’s laid bare. And that’s done by Congressional hearings. 

So, if you’re part of the “people are too focused on their own lives to care” despair

chorus, you can’t have that argument both ways.  

You can’t claim ALL who voted for him in 2016 are too devoted to change...

5/...their votes in 2020. AND all those same voters are too absorbed in their own lives

to notice what’s happening in the admin. 

You see? 

You’re actually identifying 2 distinct segments of 2016 Trump voters, without even

realizing it. 

And one of those segments CAN be reached...

6/ But to reach those folks, you have to care more about our future than your anger 4

how they voted in 2016.  

Yes, they didn’t react to all Trump’s “isms” they way we did. They didn’t place enough

negative value on that to outweigh their own interests. 

Yes, YOU’RE RIGHT! 

And...

7/ We need each other.  

 

I’ve interacted with many of these voters. Here’s what I’ve found, sharing the specific

knowledge I have. 
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They have no problem dumping a broke-ass, money-laundering maid for global

criminals.

0:00

8/ Especially since they’re law-abiding citizens, who are too busy working their tails

off to do all the research that we do.  

Hold the hearings. 

Flood the narrative with the truth on Trump’s long history of criminality on behalf of

craven billionaires. 

It’s a turn-off.  
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Dear MSM press, 
Here's a second tip. 
1. Individuals who wash blood money clean, only get a small cut 
of the overall take...
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Lots of mentions of money-laundering in MSM.  
Finally.  
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But, just to say the words make it sound so "rich people crime" 
instead of ORGANIZED CRIME.  
So, here are the main profit centers for blood money washed 
clean through high-end real estate.
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WATCH: @MorganRadford talks to truckers in Georgia who say 
President Trump’s economic policies are taking a toll: 
 
“They say the promises made by the president to put them first 
weren’t exactly the promises kept.”
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